
#BOUNDLESS

Last March 5 and 6 2021, the Cultural Classical Dance Club (CCDC) and the Student
Council of Miriam College High School saw the success of their very own virtual two-
day concert series entitled “PRAGMA: A Celebration of Boundless Love.” This event
served as an all-in-all fundraiser for the outsourced support staff of the community.
Also included in the program were an online donation drive and a merchandise
drive.

Members of the all-student committee garnered funds from various sponsors for
well-known Filipino acts Kremesoda, The Ridleys, Syd Hartha, and Lola Amour. Other
Pragma performers were Chicharon, Ateneo High School’s indAK, and La Salle Green
Hills’ Kundirana. Also featured were dearly adored MCHS groups Sayawatha, CCDC,
and Over on Friday. Homegrown talents Meg Ruiz, Julia Sediaren, Nicole Parayno,
and the group Mika, Sab, and Smyle also performed in the concerts that had over a
thousand viewers at its prime.

The concert itself was publicly streamed through Facebook Live and hosted by Gr.11
student Nina Sorongon, and Lara Kintanar from Grade 12.  People from all over and
not just MCHS students tuned in for Pragma's remarkable lineup. Through this,
much awareness was brought to Pragma's central goal of helping out and repaying
the community's custodians for their tireless hard work during the pandemic.

The MCHS Pragma event filled and delighted the screens of many. It built up
anticipation through weeks of a primarily online marketing campaign through social
media platforms like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. This campaign was brought
to life by the Pragma team and by the event’s ambassadors and publicity partners—
including organizations such as Astraea PH, indAK, PRIME, and many others—who
supported numerous interactive posts, profile picture blasts, and story blasts. Aside
from this, Pragma also utilized a merchandise drive to further the engagement and
excitement for the concert. A variety of MCHS batch shirts, CCDC shirts, and original
Pragma shirts were also sold. 

Throughout the clamor of the concert and the events leading up to it, Pragma’s
purpose always remained clear—to #SpreadTheBoundlessLove through the arts. As
posted on their social media pages, “Pragma is dedicated to raising funds to help our
ates and kuyas in the campus.” The people behind Pragma made it their mission to
give back the love that outsourced MC personnel boundlessly give in their service to
the institute, all whilst honoring the passion of talented individuals.

Pragma was a blue-ribbon success for the entire MCHS community— one that was
born out of love and service for others. Ultimately, it raised more than P200,000 and
highlighted the Miriam values of Christ-like Charity and Adaptable Disposition. With
the help of its dear publicity partners, sponsors, artists, and audience, Pragma was
able to stand the test of online borders, and triumphantly fight for #BoundlessLove.

BY NINA DE LUNA (11-ADRIANO)  AND KIARA TAN (10GOQUINCO)
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THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING PRAGMA!

MC INTERACTIVE PRAYER

WALL LAUNCHED
Peter Jonas R. David

https://padlet.com/gisidro1/MCprayerwall

In these challenging times, there is power in
praying as one. With this in mind, the HEU-
CMO launched the Miriam Interactive Prayer
Wall, a safe and sacred space where we
share our prayer pledges and intentions.
This is open to all members of the MC
community. Anyone can also share
beautiful prayers and inspirational poems,
meant to make us pause and take a breather
from our daily tasks. Click the photo or cut
and paste the link above to access the
interactive prayer wall.

May Miriam of Nazareth teach us her ways
and lead us to Jesus, as we reach out to
everyone and anyone in need of spiritual
healing and guidance.

 

#MClovesAte #MClovesKuya #MaramingSalamatPo
Boundless Love for the MC Outsourced Personnel

https://www.mc.edu.ph/KNOLLER
https://www.facebook.com/MiriamCollegeQC
https://twitter.com/miriamcollegeqc?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/miriamcollege_qc/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/c/MiriamCollege/about
https://www.linkedin.com/school/miriam-college/
https://padlet.com/gisidro1/MCprayerwall


FANTASTIC FEMALES IN THEIR FIELDS
VISIT THE MCMS FOR WOMEN’S MONTH

Together with the whole world, the Philippines celebrated International Women’s
Day on Monday, March 8, 2021, which also served as the cusp of National
Women’s Month. In the Middle School, the English Area joined in on the
celebration by integrating themes of women empowerment and upholding
women’s rights and roles in society into their lessons and activities. From March
15-19, this theme was highlighted with a series of talks from women excelling in
their fields, entitled “#FFF (Fantastic Females in their Fields)”. The invited
speakers were all women who are involved or working in male-dominated fields,
such as media, architecture, information technology, and engineering. The
speakers were the following: Karen Alvarado, a freelance architect and a
production manager for an Australian company; Director Mae Cruz-Alviar, a
TV/Film Director for ABS-CBN; Engr. Marian Feliz Pio, a licensed electronics
engineer and an IT consultant for the Digital Services of Cambridge University
Press UK; Ivy Autor, a professional voice-artist; Diane Alexis Perez, a licensed
civil engineer and a structural designer; Shira Amina Olivares, a data scientist at
the Bank of the Philippine Islands; and Samantha Nicole Bagaforo, a sales key
account manager from Procter & Gamble.

Grade 7 students had a chance to interact with the esteemed guests and ask
them questions about their work, their everyday challenges,  sources of
inspiration, and many more. The speakers were able to impart not just technical
knowledge regarding their certain fields, but they also gave practical tips and
sensible advice on how to succeed as a woman in one’s career and life. The
sessions also acted as a way to reinforce the students’ skills in conducting an
interview—a topic included in the Grade 7 English curriculum. According to Ms.
Maria Coney Pallones, Assistant Principal for Student Affairs of the Middle
School, “It was a very good experience for the girls. It's very timely because it's
women's month and at the same time, inspiring. The girls were able to practice
their skills and learn from notable speakers. It's well-structured, carefully planned,
and meaningful.”The Grade 7 teachers who planned the activity were Ms. Ma.
Rosario Fidelis Sy, Ms. Claire Elizabeth Pingol, Ms. Maria Pia Corazon Luque,
and Ms. Patriluz Manongsong. 

EMIL JONATHAN PANDY AND MA. ROSARIO FIDELIS SY

When Miriam College shifted to an Online Distance Learning set-up
due to the pandemic, one of the many concerns going in into this
school year was how academic celebrations would be translated into
a virtual medium. Normally, academic celebrations are week-long
events that offer a variety of thematic, student-centered activities that
reinforce the love of learning beyond a typical classroom lesson.
There would be interactive exhibits, talks from guest speakers,
unconventional yet fun activities tied up with specific subject topics,
level competitions, and many more. Teachers from each subject area
would plan months ahead for their respective academic celebrations,
and the entire Middle School community would be invited to be part
of such exciting and ambitious events. 

Fortunately, being separated by screens and devices did not hinder
the MS faculty from pushing forward with academic celebrations this
school year. The teachers were able to digitize their offerings and
enhance their activities in a virtual manner, like using Google Site for
exhibits or using Zoom or Google Meet as a venue to interact with
guest speakers. Students were also given opportunities to sign up for
various enrichment talks in line with their interests using Google
Suite applications.

Immediately starting off the first month of classes was Linggo ng
Wika, Padayon! Filipino, Wika ng Pag-ahon, from the Filipino area.
The community was tasked to use the Filipino language as a means
to rise above challenges through various online tasks. After a month,
the AP area spearheaded the celebration of Peace Week, Shaping
Peace Together, to raise awareness on the UN’s call for solidarity in
finding resolutions to global problems. Teachers were taught on
Peace Education while students participated in activities that
revolved on topics of peace. Shortly after, the celebration of STEAM
Week, Breakthroughs in STEAM, was led by the Science, Math, and
Computer areas. This gave the Middle School a chance to explore
innovative ways to adapt to the challenges of the pandemic with the
help of STEAM education. This was followed by the CLE area’s
academic celebration, entitled Engaging Young People to Dialogue
for Peace and Harmony. During this week, the MS community took
part in the Living Rosary and other activities that promoted a culture
of dialogue as a path to peace. In November, the Music area
celebrated their week with MS Virtual Overture. Both students and
teachers were able to witness virtual musical performances, as well
as learn more about local and Asian musical styles and instruments.
Next was the Communication Arts Week, Be Right Back: Optimizing
Making Connections on the Digital Domain, from the English Area.
All week long, the community took part in activities that aimed to
promote Digital Minimalism and forming more meaningful
relationships in the digital domain. In February, the Art and HELE
areas led the celebration of Arts Week, Discovering our H.E.Art in
the New Normal. The unit was encouraged to showcase their artistic
talents that they have discovered during quarantine. Lastly, the
academic celebrations ended with the PE area’s Fitness Week,
#FitnessAtHome. Through virtual methods, the entire community was
able to show that health and fitness could still be achieved in their
respective homes.

Truly, with dedication towards the students and an ability to innovate
amidst new contexts, the MS teachers were able to push through
with their academic celebrations. These noteworthy events are proof
of the Middle School’s aim to preserve a love for learning, even in an
entirely new situation. 

MC-MS ACADEMIC CELEBRATIONS GO VIRTUAL!
Emil Jonathan P. Pandy 

MC LOWER SCHOOL TEACHERS' FESTIVAL 

We often hear that in this global pandemic, we need to find ways to stay positive.
Doing so will give us the energy and resolve needed to keep going and weather
any storm. And oh boy, do we need this now more than ever. Some have turned to
plants, others have turned to meditation and exercise, while many have been hit by
the online shopping bug.

Thus, it was just fitting that the Lower School community held its first-ever best
practices festival - a day focused on pure positivity. This activity was a celebration
of the wins of the teachers, both big and small. To make the mood even lighter, an
online shopping theme was used:"3.25 Teacher’s Festival: Dahil lahat ng hanap
mo, nasa LS na yan!"

Each subject area was represented by real-life influencers - our teachers. They
took turns sharing their area's best practices and strategies, which they discovered
and honed this school year, our first ODL year. Meanwhile, the rest of the
community were invited to "add to cart" those practices and strategies that they
think might work for their classes. A website was also launched so that the
teachers could easily go back to the presentations and give feedback to the
speakers about their respective presentations and strategies. This space allows
teachers to take their time and reflect on their "finds."

After the activity, the teachers said that they were able to make a huge haul of
learning. Some said it was a very enriching session and that they were able to add
a lot of practices and strategies into their "carts." Others look forward to having
another Teacher’s Festival in preparation for next school year.

This exercise, packaged as a unique retail therapy session, indeed reminded the
members of the Lower School community to continue learning and growing
together and stay positive despite the many things going on around us. At the end
of the day, we are grateful that our dear teachers still have the resolve to weather
any storm that is to come, ready to continue to love and to serve.

AUTHOR: MARIA FRANCESCA A. SANCHEZ-BUENAFE  EDITOR: KRISTINE MARIE S.
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HAJIMEMASHITE!: MIRIAM COLLEGE AND HAKUHO GIRLS’
HIGH SCHOOL’S ONLINE INTERACTION

Last November 25, 2020, the first round of the online interaction was held between chosen

MCHS Grade 11 students from the Japanese Foreign Language class and senior high

schoolers from Hakuho Girls’ High School in Yokohama, Japan. The Japanese students

presented their school’s culture, sharing with us how their typical days went by in Hakuho.

They also gladly told us more about their rich Japanese culture, from virtually touring us

around famous spots in Yokohama to sharing with us some traditional Japanese snacks and

conversational slang. 

The success of this first round was shortly followed by the second interaction a few weeks

later on December 11, 2020. This time, both schools were given a chance to talk more

personally with their partner school as we were divided into smaller groups to interact in

breakout rooms. We talked about a wide scope of topics ranging from the latest trends in

each other’s countries, tips on learning new languages, song and anime recommendations,

dating, and generally just being able to bond with people of the same age group, albeit

different nationalities. In the end, we even exchanged contact details to keep in touch with

one another.

The most recent interaction happened last January 20, 2021, where we talked about our

Filipino culture and our very own school, Miriam College. We were able to exhibit our diverse

culture, including our notable landmarks, traditional Filipino food and clothing, Filipino

phrases, festivals, and common beliefs and superstitions. We also showcased our student

life here in Miriam College, sharing with them our typical days as an MC student and the fun

in our school-wide events like GATC and BAM. 

Because of the pandemic, we had to adapt to a newer style of interaction. Even though there

were some challenges, there were a lot of benefits to interacting with the Hakuho students.

One of these benefits is that we were able to improve and practice our social skills, even

though we are not seeing each other in person. In a time where we cannot go out and meet

new people physically, this was a good opportunity for us to enhance our interpersonal

skills. Engaging with international students also provided us with more exposure to another

country's culture and norms. While they showed us phrases from their language, how deep

their culture is, and the differences and similarities in our countries, we also got to see how

they deal with the pandemic and how they were still eager to learn despite the challenges.

Of course, one more benefit of this is that we were able to practice our Japanese speaking

skills. Even though we no longer have foreign language classes in our schedule this year,

interacting with Japanese students was an excellent way to practice. 

Honing our speaking skills is essential because as students, learning a foreign language

allows us to communicate with people from other countries without barriers holding us back

from truly understanding each other. Language is also deeply rooted in a country's culture,

so if one wishes to understand a nation's culture, making an effort to understand their

language is a must (and vice versa). Lastly, it also helps us build vast and meaningful

relationships with people from other countries, and can provide us with a broader

perspective of the world around us.

From our interactions with the international students, we have developed meaningful values

and one of them is solidarity. We need support in these trying times, and unity helps us

conquer the challenges the future throws at us. With the constant interactions we had, we

also became more open-minded. While the students showed us the different aspects of

their country's culture, we had to keep in mind that although their culture is different from

ours, it does not make any of it less valuable or beautiful than others. Because of these

values and our time together, we will never forget the lessons we have learned and the

experiences we have encountered with the Hakuho students.

These virtual gatherings did not only give an avenue for us students to talk and socialize with

people from a different country but also enabled us to develop further our appreciation

towards different cultures. We would like to extend our gratitude towards both schools for

making this interaction happen, to Ms. Sofia De Guzman, our APSA, Ms. Sherill Alvarez, our

Grade Level Coordinator, and Mr. Lubor Jelinek, the coordinator from Hakuho for guiding us

into ensuring the success of each round of interaction. Most especially, we would like to

thank the Hakuho students for the warm welcome, and may the friendships formed within

this activity last. We hope to see you all soon in person!

WRITTEN BY NATALIE ARMADA, JULIANA GUILLERMO; EDITED BY KATRINA ASEDILLO
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CULTIVATING GRIT AND
RESILIENCE IN THE TIME OF
PANDEMIC

Grit and resilience are two competencies that work
hand-in-hand. Grit is the ability to persevere toward a
goal despite being confronted by obstacles while
resilience is the ability to recover quickly from
setbacks. These competencies are valuable life skills
and much needed during this time of the pandemic.
Last Monday, April 12, 2021, the MC HEU Office for
Student Affairs in partnership with the Guidance
Counseling Office hosted a webinar via Zoom entitled
Cultivating Grit and Resilience in the Time of
Pandemic. Mr. Gabriel Sebastian Lizada, a
psychotherapist, mental health advocate, and positive
psychology enthusiast, shared strategies on how the
participants can develop these two skills. The event
was participated by almost 700 students, faculty, and
administrators.

CLARISSA MARIANO-LIGON, PH.D.,
STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICER

KNOLLER COMPUTER LIBRARY

Miriam College continues to make quality education
accessible to all through the creation of the Computer
Library. Students may borrow laptops from this library
to help them perform at their best in all their classes.
Cognizant of the economic realities of some of our
students, 51 selected HEU students were lent laptops
that they can use beginning the second semester of
SY 2020-2021.

The creation of the Computer Library was made
possible through the generosity of our alumni.
We thank College Class 1970 that initiated the
project through our Alumni Engagement Office
for their generous donation of laptops that HEU
students will be able to loan beginning the
second semester of SY 2020-2021. The
assistance from our alumni will certainly help
online learning become more manageable for
our students.

CAROLYN C. UI, HEU OSSAS DIRECTOR

MCHS

        For more information on the laptops on loan
to students, please contact: 

Ms. Myra T. Navarro 
Library Media Center

mnavarro@mc.edu.ph
(8)930-6272 local 2176

 College_lmc@mc.edu.ph
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Q: What is training like for you during these times? How do you
train at home?
A: During these times, training proves to be very difficult and less
efficient compared to before. Unlike normal times, I have limited
space and limited means of training for my sport. Nonetheless, I’m
able to train at home by practicing goalkeeper drills every now and
then and maintaining my fitness through doing different exercises.

Q: How do you strengthen the bond with your teammates
considering the changes brought by this pandemic?
A: Considering the changes brought by this pandemic, I make sure
to message my teammates every now and then and check up on
them with how they’re doing. We typically exchange ‘I miss you’s
and talk about the new stuff happening in each other’s lives. Other
times, we would call and try to bond with one another.

Q: How did you manage to balance academics, your sport, and
other activities in this current situation?
A: With this current situation and the stress that it holds, I try my
best to maintain a certain mindset which is to keep going and keep
pushing. I realized thatt it’s okay to fall back a little as long as you
bounce back and catch up.

Q: How do you stay motivated during training given the sudden
changes that you are currently facing?
A: When I train, I honestly tell myself how much harder it would be
to get back to it if I give up. That alone pushes me to continue
going through the pain of trying to stay fit. I also stay motivated by
being kind to myself and resting when my mind or body needs it
most.

Q: What is training like for you during these times? How do you
train at home?
A: Online training is very different and challenging compared to
face-to-face training since softball is an outdoor sport. We use
our personal equipment like bat, gloves, and balls. We also do
fielding drills, batting drills, and exercises for our core and stamina.
Since I am a pitcher, I do additional pitching drills. 

Q: How do you strengthen the bond with your teammates
considering the changes brought by this pandemic?
A: We would remind each other that training is about to start and
that we should join the Google Meet already for our synchronous
training. Through this simple interaction, we are still reminded that
we have teammates who value us. Through their actions, I know
that despite the troubling times, we have people who care about
us enough to make sure that we are on top of our game.

Q: How did you manage to balance academics, your sport, and
other activities in this current situation?
A: I balance academics, sports, and other activities by following a
certain schedule. In the morning I would join my online classes, in
the afternoon, I would attend my training, and in the evening I
would do my requirements and catch up with my friends. 

Q: How do you stay motivated during training given the sudden
changes that you are currently facing?
A: I stay motivated by reminding myself that I am not alone
during my struggles, as even my teammates are having a difficult
time. I also have supportive friends who always have my back and
are ready to help me anytime that I need to take a step back and
rest.

Q: What is training like for you during these times? How do you train at
home?
A: Training normally occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday and
normally lasts for two hours or so. I train at home just by dancing in my
room. Most of the time, I don't mind it because it makes me feel more
comfortable knowing that it's just my teammates and I having a small
party. 
`
Q: How do you strengthen the bond with your teammates considering the
changes brought by this pandemic?
A: One of the many things we did in our training sessions that helped me
become more comfortable with my teammates is being put into groups.
We had a seniors’ choreo, a batch choreo, a small competition, and many
more. It helped me enhance my communication skills, helped me grow as a
person, and strengthen our bond as a team. 

Q: How did you manage to balance academics, your sport, and other
activities in this current situation?
A: Time management is one of the very important keys to becoming a
student-athlete. It's a blessing in disguise that I have to do everything
myself— meaning, I can do it at my own pace and it's up to me to do it as
long as I understand what I'm doing. I try my best to not cram; in those
few hours after class and before training I try to do as much as I can so
that after training, I can do less, and it wouldn’t overwhelm me as much. 

Q: How do you stay motivated during training given the sudden changes
that you are currently facing?
A: I stay motivated by always having the mindset that I have yet to reach
my goals and attain the person I wanna be. I also have the mindset that
even though the process is taking long, at least I'm not just in level one
anymore and that I'm at a much higher level than the previous me was in.
Another thing I do to keep myself motivated is that I surround myself
with people and things that make me happy. Dancing motivates me to
keep going on with life, but people who make me happy motivate me to
dance as well. Without those two factors in my life, I wouldn't be in the
position I am in right now. 

A Special Supplement on MC Varsity Athletes in the PandemicA Special Supplement on MC Varsity Athletes in the Pandemic  
By Carmela Montejo (10-Bonifacio) and Alexa Ramos (11- Purmassuri)By Carmela Montejo (10-Bonifacio) and Alexa Ramos (11- Purmassuri)

  Sports culture at MCHS has always been top-tier. As a community, we all love to support our teams, anything and everything
from buying their merchandise to cheering them on during games or competitions. However, as with everything else, this
pandemic has put a damper to the competitive spirit; online classes don’t really allow for exuberant and lively sports events
we’ve become accustomed to. 

Our very own student athletes, however, have managed to do it all: keeping that same drive, attending training sessions,
balancing their sport with their regular requirements, all while a virtual barrier keeps them apart from their equipment and
teammates. Thus, we asked some of MCHS’s best on how the pandemic changed their usual routine and how they cope with so
many things on their plate. 

Q: What is training like for you during these times? How do you train at
home?
A: Training has been very challenging in these times because there are a
lot of things lacking as compared to on-site training. My teammates and
I are not in the same training venue so we are unable to encourage and
motivate each other. I also find it hard to find motivation as we are
preparing for fewer performances this year because of the situation.

Q: How do you strengthen the bond with your teammates considering
the changes brought by this pandemic?
A: The team has done team-building activities through online means to
help motivate the team. We also try our best to help each other by
talking to each other about our problems and concerns. The seniors and
the officers also have occasional meetings to plan activities for the
betterment of the team.

Q: How did you manage to balance academics, your sport, and other
activities in this current situation?
A: I try to see training and other activities in a positive light. Aside from
CCDC, I also have ballet classes every weekend and I try to see these
things as my way to relax from schoolwork. I think it is important to
know how to separate these by not letting the negativity and stress
from schoolwork make its way into the activities that are supposed to
be fun for you 

Q: How do you stay motivated during training given the sudden
changes that you are currently facing?
A: First, you should remember why you're doing this in the first place. If
you establish that, it would be easy to keep your motivation because
you would have something to hold onto. Also, remember that you are
not alone, and you have your teammates by your side going through
this as well.
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Keep cheering them on, MC — with their pace, they’ll be back in no time.

Kyle Margaret H. Reyes,
Yellow Batch,

SAYAWATHA DANCE
TROUPE
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Klo Cruz, Pink Batch
FOOTBALL Rizelle Abby O. San

Lorenzo, Green Batch
SOFTBALL

Giannalou Donato, 
Blue Batch, CCDC

#MCKATATAGAN
CLICK HERE TO SCHEDULE A COUNSELLING SESSION WITH 

THE MIRIAM COLLEGE GUIDANCE OFFICE

https://www.facebook.com/MCHEUGuidanceandCounselingOffice/

